Sam Hawken cap lock, right or left ..........#Lock-LR-100 or 200

Sam Hawken and other makers used this lock on Plains rifles, Ohio rifles and late longrifles, during the 1845 to 1885 era. Thomas Gibbons of St. Louis made and signed many locks for Sam Hawken.

Note the square inside corner at the front of the lock plate, and the normal narrow percussion hammer, both late features. Fitted with a fly detent for use with set triggers. A swivel link with integral pins hooks into the cutaway tumbler arm, to allow simple disassembly. Beware: the link must not be installed backwards, or the link and mainspring will be broken on first use. The small diameter pin hooks into cutaway tumbler arm, and “S” orientation allows essential mainspring clearance. Don’t break it! Plate is finished bright inside and out. Cut the plate for the drum or patent breech. Fit a thin cardstock pattern to the breech, trace it to the lock plate, file to fit. It is easier than it sounds. Or purchase our lock with the breech plug already cut. The hammer has a 1.625” throw, for use with octagon barrels from 13/16” to 1-1/8” at the breech. This right hand Sam Hawken cap lock exactly matches our left hand lock, for use on doubles.

#Lock-LR-100  Sam Hawken lock, right, uncut only $92.00
#Lock-LR-200  Sam Hawken lock, left, uncut only $92.00
#Lock-LR-125  Sam Hawken lock, right, cut for plug only $92.00
#Plug-LR-16-3  Hawken plug & tang 1” 3/4-16 thread only $54.00

Parts for L&R’s Sam Hawken right lock ................. #Lock-LR-100

L&R lock parts are machined and tempered, ready for immediate use, with little or no fitting. Fast FedEx next day air delivery available.

#Lock-LR-100-Pl  lock plate, 4.8 x 1.0”, drilled & tapped $25.50
#Lock-LR-100-Ha  hammer, 1.62” throw, malleable $14.00
#Lock-LR-100-Tu  tumbler, tapped 6-40, cut for fly $18.00
#Lock-LR-100-Tx  tumbler screw, 6-40 thread $ 2.49
#Lock-LR-100-Fi  fly detent, with hole for stud $ 2.50
#Lock-LR-100-Br  bridle, accepts three 6-40 screws $13.50
#Lock-LR-100-Bx  bridle screw, 6-40 thread, use two $ 1.50
#Lock-LR-100-Se  sear, tempered, use 6-40 screw $13.50
#Lock-LR-100-Sx  sear screw, 60° long, 6-40 thread $ 1.50
#Lock-LR-100-Ss  sear spring, tempered $ 3.25
#Lock-LR-100-Sxx  sear spring screw, 6-40 thread $ 1.50
#Lock-LR-100-Ms  mainspring, right, tempered $19.00
#Lock-LR-100-Li  link, with integral pins $ 6.99

Parts for L&R’s Sam Hawken left lock ................. #Lock-LR-200

An exact mirror image of our right lock. These parts are finished and tempered by L&R. We keep all L&R left hand parts in stock!

#Lock-LR-200-Pl  left lock plate, 4.8 x 1.0”, drilled & tapped $25.50
#Lock-LR-200-Ha  left hammer, 1.625” throw, malleable $13.50
#Lock-LR-200-Tu  left tumbler, tapped 6-40, cut for fly $18.00
#Lock-LR-200-Tx  tumbler screw, 6-40 thread $ 2.49
#Lock-LR-200-Fi  fly detent, tempered, with hole for stud $ 2.50
#Lock-LR-200-Br  left bridle, accepts three 6-40 screws $13.50
#Lock-LR-200-Bx  bridle screw, 6-40 thread, use two $ 1.50
#Lock-LR-200-Se  left sear, tempered, use 6-40 screw $13.50
#Lock-LR-200-Sx  left sear screw, 60° long, 6-40 thread $ 1.50
#Lock-LR-200-Ss  left sear spring, flat style, tempered $ 3.25
#Lock-LR-200-Ssx  sear spring screw, 6-40 thread $ 1.50
#Lock-LR-200-Ms  left mainspring, tempered $19.00
#Lock-LR-200-Li  link, with integral pins, tempered $ 6.99
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L&R’s Sam Hawken right & left cap lock

#Lock-LR-125  Sam Hawken right cap lock (not shown) only $92.00

#Plug-LR-16-3  plug & tang, 1” octagon, $54.00